
AN ANALYSIS OF THE CLARINET A WOODWIND INSTRAMENT

The clarinet is a family of woodwind instruments. It has a single-reed mouthpiece, a straight, .. played well in the middle
register with a loud, shrill sound, so it was given the name clarinetto meaning "little trumpet" (from clarino + -etto).

As air pressure from the mouth increases, the amount the reed vibrates increases until the reed hits the
mouthpiece. Basset clarinet in A. Clarinet, violin, piano Clarinet, viola, piano Concert bands In wind bands,
clarinets are a particularly central part of the instrumentation, occupying the same space and often playing the
same parts in bands that the strings do in orchestras. The tone quality can vary greatly with the clarinetist,
music, instrument, mouthpiece, and reed. On basset horns and lower clarinets, the barrel is usually replaced by
a curved metal neck. The bores of woodwind instruments. For an analysis of the sound made blowing across
the top of a bottle, see Helmholtz Resonance. More about woodwinds. See Characteristics of the instrument.
Note that the longest wavelength is twice the length of the open cyclinder eg flute , twice the length of the
cone eg oboe , but four times the open length of the closed cylinder eg clarinet. On bass and larger clarinets,
some alto clarinets, and a few soprano clarinets, some or all of the finger holes are replaced by key-covered
holes. The saxophone has a mouthpiece and reed much like that of a clarinet, but it is approximately a conical
tube like the oboe and bassoon rather than a cylinder like the clarinet. At the other end there is something that
controls air flow: an air jet for the flute family and cane reeds for other woodwinds. A skilled performer can
use his or her embouchure to considerably alter the tuning of individual notes or produce vibrato , a pulsating
change of pitch often employed in jazz. The fixed reed and fairly uniform diameter of the clarinet give the
instrument the configuration of a cylindrical stopped pipe in which the register key, when pressed, causes the
clarinet to produce the note a twelfth higher, corresponding to the third harmonic. This distortion of the simple
sinusoidal shape is due to the variation in cross section along the tube. Some performers employ a single,
synthetic barrel with a thumbwheel that enables the barrel length to be altered on the fly. A clarinetist moves
between registers through use of the register key, or speaker key. The differences in instruments and
geographical isolation of clarinetists led to the development from the last part of the 18th century onwards of
several different schools of playing. The flute top and clarinet middle are nearly cylinders. Such couplings are
not taken into account in available controller systems that mimic acoustic instrument interfaces, such as the
WX7 or the Akai EWI, due to the fact that these systems do not include vibrating reeds. Older clarinets were
nominally tuned to meantone, and a skilled performer can use his or her embouchure to considerably alter the
tuning of individual notes. Nearly all soprano and piccolo clarinets have keywork enabling them to play the E
below middle C as their lowest written note.


